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Higher efficiency, more sustainability:  1 
FACIDO optimizes packaging process 2 

Efficient, sustainable and ergonomic: FACIDO GmbH, a subsidiary of 3 
suki.international GmbH, is now focusing on tailor-made packaging solutions for 4 
its customers. The logistics service provider for the DIY and specialist trade invested 5 
in a complete on-demand packaging process. Thanks to the automated packaging 6 
system, FACIDO can send each individual customer order in tailor-made cartons. 7 
This significantly reduces the volume of cardboard and material consumption, 8 
especially in the fast-growing B2C business. In addition, the Landscheid-based 9 
company improved its packaging process in terms of efficiency and ergonomics.  10 

"We used to work with standard cartons. Unfortunately, these are not optimal in 11 
terms of material consumption, work steps and shipping quality," explains Ralf 12 
Yilmaz, Head of Operations and Logistics at suki-group. Looking for alternatives, 13 
the logistics service provider found the packaging experts from Packsize and the 14 
Becker Group. 15 

The complete solution immediately convinced FACIDO. "It has improved our 16 
packaging process in terms of efficiency, ergonomics and sustainability," explains 17 
Yilmaz. The focus of the optimization is the employee. He is relieved thanks to 18 
automated processes: The dimensions of the ordered products are taken directly 19 
from the merchandise management system to the cutting machine. The machine 20 
produces a tailor-made carton for each individual order.  21 

At the same time, the corresponding order items reach the packing station via the 22 
product conveyor belt. This considerably reduces the carton volume and the 23 
consumption of packaging and filling material. At the same time, dispatch and 24 
transport handling are improved thanks to the volume reduction. 25 

A vacuum folding table then lifts the carton. The FACIDO employee then only 26 
inserts the articles into the carton before it is automatically closed with hot glue. 27 
This means that the logistics service provider no longer has to travel between 28 
product provision and the dispatch warehouse. "Thanks to the semi-automatic 29 
packaging line, our employees are not only significantly relieved, we can also use 30 
their skills more efficiently," explains Yilmaz. 31 

FACIDO is currently using such a complete solution for articles in the sun protection 32 
sector such as blinds and roller blinds. A second line packs carpets and sanitary 33 
accessories. This serves both retail customers and end consumers who order from 34 
the DIY store or directly from the manufacturer. "Packsize's innovative solutions 35 
and distinctive technical and process know-how convinced us. We want to intensify 36 
our cooperation even further in the coming months," says Yilmaz. 37 

The service company FACIDO, with its headquarters in Landscheid and logistics 38 
headquarters in Dreis-Brück, Germany, has set itself the task of specifically relieving 39 
other companies of logistics and sales processes so that they can concentrate on 40 
their core business. In the meantime, around 80 committed and competent 41 
employees at FACIDO ensure smooth processes, satisfied customers and new, 42 
creative ideas. 43 
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Facido is part of the diversified Serafin Group, whose philosophy goes back to the 44 
150-year entrepreneurial tradition of the shareholder family. 45 

Further information is available at: 46 
https://www.facido.de/facido/facido.html  47 
https://www.serafin-unternehmensgruppe.de  48 
https://de.packsize.com   49 
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